Esker Taps Diagonal Consulting for Strategic Partnership
Global SAP Services Provider to offer and support Esker DeliveryWare in 30 countries
Madison, WI, October 16, 2006 – Esker, the leader in business document delivery solutions, today named Diagonal
Consulting as its newest Esker Certified Partner. Diagonal Consulting is an award-winning professional services
organization, providing expert SAP solutions and support services to over 250 companies in 30 countries.

As an Esker Certified Partner, Diagonal Consulting will offer Esker DeliveryWare, a comprehensive electronic document
management platform that automates information delivery quickly and accurately, to and from enterprise applications.
Esker expects that Diagonal Consulting customers will be most interested in Esker DeliveryWare’s ability to automate the
exchange of critical SAP application business documents between customers, business partners, and suppliers regardless
of source, format, and destination. The SAP-certified Esker DeliveryWare integration is seamless and does not require
any re-programming or business processes modifications. It makes it simple to create forms and make formatting
changes without programming in SAP applications and automatically transforms documents from SAP systems into
business correspondence delivered by nearly any method, including traditional mail, email, fax, and even XML and text
messages. As a result of Esker DeliveryWare implementations for SAP solutions, customers have streamlined their
invoice-to-payment cycle times by as much as 78 per cent, while reducing errors from one in 150 to just one per thousand.

Diagonal Consulting has provided SAP solutions and support services to customers since 1988, and has been consistently
recognized in the industry for its leadership in client satisfaction and service, as SAP and independent research firms have
awarded the consultancy the SAP Partner of Excellence Award for the last eight years. Esker has worked closely with
Diagonal’s SAP specialists to furnish comprehensive training on deployment of the Esker DeliveryWare platform. For
implementations with Diagonal’s clients, Esker will provide the initial step - back-end integration with their SAP systems.
From there, Diagonal Consulting will complete the final steps of implementation, providing clients with customizations for
their own business processes as well as ongoing support.

“Our of our main client focuses is to aide them in removing inefficiencies from their business supply chain and payment
processes. It is imperative to do this with minimal disruption so we look for ways to achieve this without reengineering
their technology infrastructures or their basic methods of doing business,” said Bobbie Sauter, Director of Marketing,
Diagonal Consulting. “With the combination of Esker’s powerful platform in Esker DeliveryWare and our global reach and
expertise in SAP, this partnership brings the marketplace a winning combination of a mature and proven solution,
implemented with an unsurpassed commitment to quality and service.”

(more)

“Diagonal Consulting is an example of an SAP specialist that truly takes time to understand each customer’s needs and
chooses solutions based on a wealth of hands-on experiences,” said Jon Schmidt, Director of Channel Sales, Americas, at
Esker. “In addition to our enthusiasm about leveraging its expertise in the SAP market, we are particularly eager to tap into
Diagonal’s worldwide customer base as a channel for selling Esker DeliveryWare. With Diagonal helping ensure smooth
deployments and ongoing end-user satisfaction, we foresee many successful implementations ahead.”
About Diagonal Consulting
Diagonal Consulting is a Global provider of expert SAP business and technology services. Diagonal designs, builds,
delivers and supports business-critical solutions within SAP, enabling our clients to improve business performance. Our
methodologies have been developed to seamlessly integrate R/3 and add-ons into the client’s business processes, and
cost-effectively support the client’s post go-live needs with offerings such as SAP Mobility deployment, NetWeaver and
support optimization. With offices in the Americas, Europe and Asia, Diagonal has a global reach, but structured such that
allows us to respond rapidly and flexibly to local market needs. www.diagonal-consulting.com/americas
About Esker
Esker is a recognized leader in helping organizations streamline manual, paper-intensive processes and reduce the use of
paper by automating the flow of documents into, within and outside the organization. With patented document delivery
automation software (Esker DeliveryWare) and hosted document delivery services (FlyDoc

SM

), Esker offers a total solution

to automate every phase and every type of business information exchange. Customers gain significant and immediate
operational efficiencies, cost savings and measurable ROI in as little as three to six months. Founded in 1985, Esker
operates globally and has over 80,000 customers and millions of licensed users worldwide. Esker has global headquarters
in Lyon, France and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. For more information, visit www.esker.com or
www.flydoc.com.
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